..........................................................
..........................................................
..........................................................

(Applicant's details – company name, address, REGON, NIP)

authorised contact person:
Name and
surname:
phone:
e-mail:

……………………….….
…………………………..
…………………………..
Gas Transmission Operator
GAZ-SYSTEM S.A.
02-337 Warszawa, ul. Mszczonowska 4

APPLICATION

for the definition of the conditions of connection to a transmission network managed by Gas
Transmission Operator GAZ-SYSTEM S.A. (“TSO”) for a Group A entity being a final customer.
1.

We hereby apply for the definition of the conditions of connection to the transmission network managed
by the Gas Transmission Operator GAZ-SYSTEM S.A. for the gas equipment and installations of the following
facility:

..................................................................................................................................................
(name, type - building, use: business, services, commercial, manufacturing, etc.)

located in:
................................................................................................................................................
(address of the location where gaseous fuel is to be off-taken - locality, municipality, street, building no, apartment no,
plot no, precinct)

.................................................................................................................................................
2.
3.

Gaseous fuel: E /Lw *

(class, sub-class and designation according to PN-C-04750:2011 ÷ PN-C-04752:2011)

Selected from the catalogue of system points posted on the TSO's website: www.gaz-system.pl
a) physical entry point to the TSO's transmission system at which gaseous fuel is to be delivered
for transmission: ………………………………………
b) physical exit point from the TSO's transmission system at which gaseous fuel is to be off-taken
from the TSO's transmission system: ………………………………………………….

4.

Expected starting date for the delivery of gaseous fuel: .....................................................

5.

Intended use of the gaseous fuel:
........................................................................................................................................................
(e.g. industrial production, heating)

6.

Gas equipment to be connected:

equipment:

number of units:

………………………
……………
………………………
……………

7.

…………………
……
…………………
……

capacity of one unit
(m3n/h):
……….……………
……….
……….……………
……….

capacity of one unit in
MW (applies to power industry
customers):
……….………
……….………

Quantities of gaseous fuel to be delivered for transmission and off-taken from the TSO's
transmission system:
Off-take by year:

……….

……….

……….

target level
as of year

in thousand m3/year

- max. annual

in thousand
kWh/year
in thousand m3/year

- min. annual

- max. daily

- min. daily

in thousand
kWh/year

in m3 n/day
in kWh/day
in m3 n/day
in kWh/day

- max. hourly (m3n/h)

***

- min. hourly (m3n/h)
- contracted capacity (m3n/h)

***

*** connection capacity.
7.1 For conversion from m3n to kWh we used a value of Hsmax = ………….. located on the Gas
Transmission Operator GAZ-SYSTEM S.A. website for gas station…………………………..
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7.2 Quantities of gaseous fuel delivered for transmission and off-taken from the transmission
system, as referred to in section 5 of the Application, including the currently used
capacity ****
- Yes
- No
8.




Profile of the gaseous fuel off-take from the TSO's transmission system:
by quarter:

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

% of annual offtake volume
9.

The pressure of gaseous fuel required at the physical exit point from the TSO's transmission system:
a) minimum ............................ MPa,
b) maximum ......................... MPa.

10. Operating conditions of the gas equipment to be connected:

a) during commissioning and tests: ..................................................................................................
b) during operation: .......................................................................................................
11. The minimum quantity of gaseous fuel required to maintain the operation of the gas equipment:
........................................(m3n/h)
(To be filled out in case when the consumption of gaseous fuel exceeds 10,000 m3 per day).

12. Possibility of using alternative sources of energy in case of an interruption of the transmission of
gaseous fuel: ………………………………………………………………………………………….……...…
13. Requirements concerning gas quality parameters or conditions of its transportation, if other than
those set out in the Transmission Network Code.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
14. Information regarding the need for odorization of gaseous fuel ……………………….…..……
………………………………………………………………………………………..………………..….……
15. Additional information relevant to the definition of the connection conditions:
15.1 Is gaseous fuel off-taken at the facility to be connected?



YES
No

15.2 Other




(If YES is selected, please fill out section 16)

………………………………………………………………………………………..……
……………………………………………………………………………..………………
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16. Quantities of gaseous fuel being currently off-taken at the facility to be connected:
- annual off-take (thousand m3n/year) ………………………….
………………………….
- max. hourly off-take (m3n/h)
………………………….

- min. hourly off-take (m3n/h)

The measurement of the off-taken quantities of gaseous fuel takes place at I O/IIO * station
located in:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
17. The following documents are attached to this Application:
a)

master plan or site plan identifying the location of the facility where the connected
equipment, installations or networks are to be used, shown in relation to the existing
network, the location of neighbouring facilities and the proposed location of the exit
point from the gas system,**

b)

declaration concerning the legal title to use the facility or property in which the gas
equipment and installations are to be used,

c)

current extract from the register of business activity or the National Court Register (KRS)
and a power of attorney confirming the right of the signatories of the Application to
represent the Applicant, unless such right results from the above-mentioned
documents.

NOTE: All copies of submitted documents should be certified as true to to the original by a legal
counsel, notary or an authorised representative of the Applicant.

………………………………….…

……………………………

place

date

*
**
***
****

…………………………………………………….
signature(s) of the Applicant(s)

delete if not applicable
to be submitted in case when no exit point from the TSO's transmission system is indicated in section 3b).
connection capacity
fill out in case when an existing exit point is being upgraded
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